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Part J – Decision making arrangements 

 

1.1 PRINCIPLES OF DECISION-MAKING:  

All decisions will comply with the following principles: 

(a) Proportionality (i.e. the action must be proportionate to the desired 

outcome); 

(b) After consultation and in the light of professional advice from officers; 

(c) Lawfulness, including respect for human rights (see below for further 

details); 

(d) Efficiency of decision-making; 

(e)  A presumption in favour of openness;  

(f) Explanation of the options considered and recording of the reasons for the 

decision including an evaluation of risk; and 

(g) Clarity of aims and desired outcomes. 

  

1.2  TYPES OF DECISION:  

  

1.2.1   Decisions taken under the authority of Full Council at meetings of the Council, 

Committees of the Council as detailed in Parts C and D or under the Scheme of 

Delegation in Part I.  

 

1.2.2  ‘Executive’ decisions under the authority of the Leader at member level as detailed 

in Part E and the Scheme of Delegation to Officers (Part I).  There are two 

categories of executive decisions – Key Decisions and Non-Key Decisions and 

different rules apply to each.  

 

Key Decisions  - defined in legislation as: 

  

(a) Resulting in the local authority incurring expenditure** which is, or the 

making of savings which are, significant having regard to the local authority’s 

budget for the service or function to which the decision relates; and / or  

 

(b)      Significant in terms of their effect on communities living or working in an 

area comprising two or more wards or electoral divisions in the area of the local 

authority. 

  

**There is no definition in the legislation of the word ‘significant’ in (a) above.  

Therefore the Council has decided that the financial threshold at or above which 

a financial decision is significant (and a Key Decision) will be a total value of 

£500,000 for capital / revenue expenditure or savings.  Money delegated to 

schools as part of the Scheme of Financial Management of Schools exercise is 

exempt from these thresholds once it is delegated to the school. 
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In the event of any doubt, the Monitoring Officer will determine whether a 

proposed decision is a Key Decision under the definitions set out above. 

Non-Key Decisions:  These are all ‘executive’ decisions which fall beneath the ‘Key 

Decision’ financial or geographical thresholds.    

  

1.2 HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES:  

The Council, the Leader, the Executive collectively, a Lead Member, a Committee 

of the Council, or an Officer acting as a tribunal or in a quasi judicial manner or 

determining/considering (other than for the purposes of giving advice) the civil 

rights and obligations or the criminal responsibility of any person will follow a 

proper procedure which accords with the requirements of natural justice and the 

right to a fair trial contained in Article 6 of the European Convention on Human 

Rights. 
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